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Connect to Exoscale platform
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Go to the Exoscale website (https://www.exoscale.com) and click on “Log in”

Enter your credentials and click on “Sign in”

https://www.exoscale.com/


Customer order



Create private networks
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Define new private networks if needed (you reuse the existing)



Create a new instance from the public template
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Go in “Compute > Instance” on the Exoscale Dashboard, and click on “Add”

• Add a Hostname
• Choose Template
• Choose the zone 

(Datacenter)



Create a new instance from the public template (cont’d)
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• Choose the VM size



Create a new instance from the public template (cont’d)
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• Choose the Disk size
• Choose a keypair*
• Choose default Security groups
• Choose private Networks*

* not mandatory



VM deployment
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The VM is deploying



Palo Alto Networks Management
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The VM is running after 5-10 minutes, copy the public IP address or the ssh command
and try a connection

The login is not valid, the correct user is admin

The default credentials are admin / admin

Change the password and make a commit



Create an Interface Management Profile
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In “Network > Interface Mgmt”, create a profile “PingOnly” and enable the service ping



Create an Interface Management Profile
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In “Network > Interface Mgmt”, create a profile “HTTPS-SSH-Ping” and enable the service
https, ssh and ping



Create Zones
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In “Network > Zones”, create 3 zones (Outside, Datacenter, Inside)



Configure the interface ethernet1/1
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In “Network > Interfaces”, attach the management profile “HTTPS-SSH-Ping” to the interface ethernet1/1 and set the interface 
in L3 in DHCP mode

• Add the default virtual router
• Add the “Outside” zone



Configure the interface ethernet1/2
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In “Network > Interfaces”, attach the management profile ”PingOnly” to the interface ethernet1/2 and set the interface in L3 in 
DHCP mode

• Add the default virtual router
• Add the “Datacenter” zone



Configure the interface ethernet1/3
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In “Network > Interfaces”, attach the management profile ”PingOnly” to the interface ethernet1/3 and set the interface in L3 in 
DHCP mode

• Add the default virtual router
• Add the “Inside” zone



Palo Alto Networks Interfaces summary
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Palo Alto Networks Interfaces summary
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After the commit, the interfaces are enable and you could see the IPs from the DHCP range define in the Private networks 
selected during deployment 



Swap Interface to move the public IP on the ethernet1/1
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From Exoscale, the public interface is always the first hypervisor interface. You need to move the Public IP from Mgmt to ethernet1/1 
within the Palo Alto Networks Virtual Machine

To do this, a special CLI command must be executed in the Palo Alto Networks VM in SSH (Reboot mandatory):

# set system setting mgmt-interface-swap enable yes



Reboot Palo Alto Networks Virtual Machine
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Launch a Terminal and ping the public IP (in this documentation 194.182.160.180)



Public IP moved on ethernet1/1
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As you could see, the public IP 194.182.160.180 has moved on the ethernet1/1

In case of issue with default routes given by DHCP Exoscale, try to shut ethernet1/2 and 
ethernet 1/3 and then commit (Exoscale console mode)

Now the Ping works



Palo Alto Networks Mgmt on Ethernet1/1
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Reconfigure the Datacenter (ethernet1/2) and the Inside (ethernet1/3) interfaces with static IPs in each range and re-enable 
them



Allowing traffic from Inside/Datacenter to Outside (Internet)
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Add a default route in the default virtual router

Add a NAT rule to translate all packets with the Public IP on the Interface ethernet 1/1 

Add a security that allow the traffic from Inside/Datacenter zone to Outside zone for testing



Use the Linux client to test the outgoing traffic
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From a Linux client deployed in the datacenter network, configure a specific destination through Palo Alto Network FW (to avoid 
lose the SSH Control on it)

Username: ssh ubuntu@159.100.242.224
Password: eY5dyaypddqyehj (To reset when VM stopped)

Let’s choose the SCRT website:
(www.scrt.ch - 104.21.29.35, 172.67.171.75)

Try to ping www.scrt.ch from the linux client, it shouldn’t work:

Try to ping the datacenter interface of the FW from the linux client, it shouldn’t work:

http://www.scrt.ch/
http://www.scrt.ch/


Use the Linux client to test the outgoing traffic (cont’d)
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Modify the eth1/1 network interface with an IP in the datacenter subnet.

sudo ifconfig eth1 10.99.0.5
sudo ifconfig eth1 netmask 255.255.255.0
sudo ifconfig eth1 up

Try to ping the fw, it should work:

Try to ping www.scrt.ch, it shouldn’t work

Add the specifics routes

sudo route add 104.21.29.35 gw 10.99.0.43 eth1
sudo route add 172.67.171.75 gw 10.99.0.43 eth1

Traffic well went through the firewall, this means the internet through the firewall is working

http://www.scrt.ch/


Use the Linux client to test the outgoing traffic (cont’d)
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Test with google.fr IP

Add the specific route

sudo route add -net 172.217.168.0/24 gw 10.99.0.43 eth1

Traffic well went through the firewall, this means the internet through the firewall is working:


